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ABSTRACT 

We show that liquidily providers do nol significantly respond lo changes in information 

asymmelry risks, al leasl when we analyze lheir lrading behavior around dividend 

announcemenls of a representali ve sample of stocks in a continuous auction irading 

mechanism. The implicit bid-ask spread does nol seem lo change beyond what is normally 

conveyed through an increased number of transactions. We also document tha! ¡he 

information in the trading behavior of investors is primarily contained in the number of 

daily lransaclions. 
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I. Inü'oduction 

Trading ll1cchanisms for equities prescnt allemative characteristics around the world. In 

general, trading systems can be ciassified into batch markets and eontinuous markets. In 

Ihis paper, \\e are concerned \Vith a continuous market where a transaction (akes place 

whenever [IVO orders are matched. It is IVell known that (his mechanism provides 

continuous pnce lI1fonnation (hroughout the period in which (he market is open. Moreover, 

continuous markets are either dealer markets or auction markets. Of course, in a dealer 

market, (he trading mechanism is driven by prices with exchange-designated specialists 

providing liquidity to the market Ask and bid prices and the number of shares available at 

each quote are offered simultaneously by market makers. It is also the case that specialists 

are obliged to maintain a limit order book containing the public's limit orders. On the other 

hand, in the auction system, public trading orders are directly matched against one another. 

These are markets driven by orders. In 1989, the Spanish Stock Exchange became a 

continuous auction system by adopting the computer assisted trading system (CATS)lI. 

The public's limit orders are displayed in a computer file. In this way, execution against 

limit orders left on the computerized book is allowed by the trading mechanism. By 

monitoring available bids and offers on the book, stock exchange agencies (brokers) can 

execute upcoming orders against an existing bid or offer. Alternatively, they can introduce a 

new sale or purchase order. Thus, public limit orders represent the available bids and 

offers. In (his sense, the analogue of the bid-ask spread on the continuous auction system 

IS the spread between the best buy and selllimit orders outstanding at any given time. Even 

without a market maker who continuously establishes quotes, it is the case that when an 

investor tries to sell any amount of stock, he gets a lower price than the price he has to pay 

to buy il. In a continuous auction market, agents or speculators trying to absorb temporary 

imbalances of supply and demand to make a profit will require a premium from buyers and 

impose an additional compensation on sellers. 

lt is important to realize !hat in setting the implicit bid·ask spread, we mn into!he same 

reasons that induce market makers to be compensated. In particular, they need to be 

remunerated for taking risky positions, for the risk of trading with an insider, and for the 

expenses necessary to maintain their presence in the market. In a mechanism driven by 

prices, dealers set the spread to protect themselves from trading with betler informed 

individuals. Dealers expect to lose on average to betler informed traders and gain on 

average from transactions with uninformcd traders. The same reasoning applies to 

eontinuous auction markets throughout the establishment 01' publIc ¡¡mit orders, 

The objective of this paper is to study the importance of the asymmetric information 

component of the implIcit bid-ask spread in a continuous auction market lf, glven 

asymmetric information among traders, the adverse selection component is present, the 

implicit spread should be highcr (lower) whenever the probability of informalion 

differential among traders has augmented (diminished). 

Surprisingly, empirical ad\erse selcction literature is exciusively concentrated on 

trading mechanisms where the market maker plays an explicit role. Recently, Lehmann and 

Modest (1994) carefully describe the trading and liquidity characteristics of the Tokyo 

Stock Exchange. However, they do not analyze the potential adverse selection component 

within the difference between the best buy and selllimit orders outstanding. 

In order to study the importance of adverse selection on the implicit bid-ask spread, we 

analyze the effects of information announcements on the spread. Given that signalling 

theories suggest that dividends convey information about managers' expectations regarding 

the future cash flows of the firm, the spread should be expected to change during periods 

of dividend announcements. Moreover, the analysis can be easily extended to the study of 

market liquidity by considering the effects on depths. It should be recalled that liquidity 

effects are unambiguous only when we observe a spread increase (decrease) and a 

simultaneous depth decrease (increase)2/ 

When we conduct univariate tests on the impact of the arrival of new information 

regarding dividends on spread and depth, our empirical evidence seems to support 
• 

important adverse selection effects on spread3i However, there exists a significant inverse 

relation between either volume or the number of transactions and spread. Moreover, this 

inverse relation is shown to be dominated by the number of transactions. This is an 

interesting result. lt should be noted that Jones, Kaul, and Lipson (1994) argue that it is 

the occurrence of transactions, and not their size, that is behind volatility. Our results tend 

to support this evidence even in continuous auction markets. In fact, when we relate 

volatility to average trade size and to the number of transactions, the results suggest rather 

unambiguously that there exists only a positive re\ation between volatility and the number 

of transactions. 
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Once thlS inverse relalwl1 is 111corporated into lhe analysis of the effects of dividend 

announccments on lhe spread, \Ve are nol able lo find any compensalion for adverse 

selection in the reacllOn of spread. This resull remail1S lhe same whelher IVe observe 

increased, maintained, or decreased divldends over the prcvious payment. Thus, IVe may 

arguc thal rnvestors are nol significantly compensaled for adverse selection, at least when 

IVe infer our conclusions on the basis of limit orders data around dividend announcements. 

Liquidlty pmvidcrs in continuous auction trading mechanisms do not seem to be sensitive 

lo changes 1l11l1fOrmalion asymmetry risks. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our data. In Section 3, we 

present an analysis of the seasonal characteristics of trading and liquidity on the continuous 

Spanish Stock Exchange market. Univanale lesls regarding dividend announcements and 

liquidity are reporled in Seclion 4. The relation, in a time-series framework, between 

spreads, volume, and transactions is presenled in Section 5, and a similar analysis related 

lo volatility is contained in Section 6. Our multivariate empirical evidence about the effects 

of dividend announcements on lhe implicil bid-ask spread is reported in Section 7. Finally, 

\Ve summarize our results and provide some conclusions in Seclion 8. 

2. Data 

The dala employed in this paper are obtained from two data sources. The first set 

consists of daily cJosing lransaction prices for 100 companies lraded on lhe continuous 

Spanish market from April 19, 1990 lhrough October 18, 199441 . Continuously 

compounded dady returns adjusled for dividends and changes of capital structure are 

calculated for each stock in the sample. The relums on a1l stocks available during each day 

are used to compute an estimate of the daily relurn on the equally-weighted market 

portfolio. At the same time, this data set contains the total number of shares traded in each 

slock during each day of the sampling periodo Finally, we have the number of shares 

outstanding for each stock at the end of each year from 1989 lo 1993. 

The second data set consists of the average of the five best daily prices available for 

both purchases (the ask) and sales (the bid) for 70 stocks from January 2, 1991 through 

October 18, 1994
5i 

As we have a1ready pointed out, under the adverse selection argument, 

if the probability lhat sorne traders have insider information has increased, liquidily 

providers may react by cither incrcasing lhe bid-ask spread or by diminishing the number 

of shares available at each si de of the markel (depth). Fortunately, our data contall1 the 

eaell prl'ce, again as the average of the [ive best selling and number of shares avarlable at 

buying posilions in lhe market. Finally, this data set includes the number of transactions for 

each of the 70 stocks dunng each day of the sampling periodo Several filters are run on the 

data in order lo eliminate potential data erros. 

All of this information is employed to calculate the following four liquidity 

characleristics f or each of lhe 70 stocks: 

1. Spread = Ask - Bid 

2. Relati ve Spread = 
Ask - Bid 

(Ask + Bid JI 2 

3. Deplh = Depth al Ask + Deplh al Bid 

Number of Shares Traded per Day 
4. Turnover = Number of Shares Outstanding at lhe End of lhe Previous Year 

The 70 stocks with complete liquidity and return data are ranked according lO their 

market value at the end of the year preceding lhe daily return calculation. This ranking is 

maintained throughout each year from 1991 to 1994, and five equally weighted portfolios 

with approximately lhe same number of stocks are obtained. Portfolio one contains lhe 

smallest firrns and portfolio five lhe larges!. 

For the tests reporled in Sections 4 and 7, the dale and magnitude of a1l announcemenls 

of dividend payments made by any of tbe 70 stocks are identified by searching lhe Official 

Journal of the Madrid Slock Exchange for the period from January 2, 1991 to October 18, 

. .. 1 d f thnclusion of a dividend 1994. The following selectlon entena are emp oye or e 1 

announcement in our sample: 

a) We restrict our sample to regular cash dividends payable in pesetas. Any final, 

initiation, omission, special or nonrecurring dividends are excluded from tbe sample. 

b) If a dislribution to stockholders different from cash is made during the penad from 
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10 trading days before to 10 trading days afler ¡he announcement of a regular cash 

dividend, we drop the announeement from the sample. The idea, of course, is to eliminate 

any confounding impact of stock splits or any kind of non-cash distribution. 

e) Under lhe same line of reasoning, if any change of capilal slructure is announeed 

from 10 lrading days before lo 10 lrading days after lhe announcement of a dividend 

payment, we exc1ude the announeement from our sample. 

d) In arder to be ineorporated into our sal11ple, at least 3 trading days must elapse 

between the announeel11ent date and the ex-dividend dale. 

There are 157 divldend announcements that satisfied the aboye criteria. Mareover, our 

sal11ple is divided into three groups depending on whether the dividends are higher than, 

equal to, or lower than divldends paid at (approximately) the same time of the previous 

year. Hence, in order to c1assify a dividend payment, we do not compare the magnitude of 

the dividend to the preceding payment unless the cOl11pany distributes dividends only once 

ayear. Of the 157 announeements, 55 are dividend increases, 26 are dividend deereases, 

and 76 are unchanged. 

3. Seasonality, Trading, and Liquidity on the Continuous Spanish Stock 

Exchange Market 

3.1 Overview 

In this section, we examine the general characteristics of the Spanish market regarding 

altemative measures of liquidity. Given the well known evidence which suggests important 

cross-sectional and time-series differences among size-sorted portfolios, we calculate the 

average of our measures of liquidity across firms within a size-sorted portfolio. 

Descriptive statistics for our five portolios are contained in Table 1. This table reports 

the average estimates of relative bid-ask spreads, average depth, average tumover, average 

volume (total daily nUl11ber of shares traded), number of transactions, daily portfolio 

retums, and average estimates of market value (in millions of pesetas). 

Jt is c1ear that the numbers in Table 1 reflect the strong diversity of firms employed in 

this analysis. It is surprising that lhe usual size effect reported in previous studies seems to 

disappear after 1991 even before risk is adjusled for 6/ The average market values range 

from 4,973 m¡Jlion pesetas for the sl11allest fmus to 541,684l11illion pesetas for the largest 

slocks. The average datly return is negative for the first group of firl11s, and becomes 

posi ti ve ror large firl11s. Moreo\cr, there exists a strong cross-sectional variation in trading 

frequency. The average nUl11ber of transactions varies from 53 for the smallest firms to 252 

for lhe largest stocks. Similar evidence is found in terms of volume. Jt is interesting, 

however, that the nUl11ber of shares of small firl11s traded in the market is higher than the 

number of shares traded in portfolios 2 and 3. In lhe same line, turnover is c1early larger 

for small firl11s7 ,. Finally, diversity of firms is also found in the average of relatíve spread 

and depth. It should be noted that a large deplh indicates that there is a higher probability of 

executing an order against a standing bid or offer. Hence, \Ve would expect a negatíve 

correlation between spreads and depths. Lee, Mucklow, and Ready (1993) are the first 

aulhors to perforl11 formal tests on the relation between spreads and depths. For a sample of 

New York Stock Exchange firms, they show holV wide spreads tend lo be associated with 

large deplhs8'. In our sample, \ve find a negative correlation belween both measures of 

liquidity across al! firms of 0.27. It is surprising, however, thát smal! firms present greater 

depth than middle-size stocks. In any case, we can infer lhat on average large companies 

are more liquid than small companies. 

Table 1 a1so contains some fealures regarding daily and monthly seasonality of liquidity 

measures. Jt is important to notice the large relative spread on Mondays and in January for 

the market as a whole. At the same time, depth and the number of transactions seems to 

decrease on Mondays. This would suggest that liquidity is lower on Monday than during 

lhe rest of the week. On lhe contrary, depth and the number of transaetions tend to be 

higher dunng January. 

3.2 Seasonality, Trading, and Liquidity 

Given lhe potential regularities suggested in the descriptive statístics aboye, it was 

decided to carry out more formal tests on seasonality, trading, and Iiquidity in the Spanish 

continuous auction market. 

In order to investigate this issue across portfolios and time, we employ all daily data 

available from January 2, 1991 to October 18, 1994. The regressions below are estimated 

by stacking all of the observations and using OLS procedures. In particular, the general 
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form of the regresslOns is given by: 

k 
ypt 

5 

= a + 2: f3 J 
j=2 

5 

Dmval J' + 2: IÍ¡n Dwk mt + Y Dry t + Ept 

m=2 (1) 

where ypt is the cross-sectional mean of characteristic k for assets belonging to 

portfolio p during day t, and Dmvaljt, Dwkmt. and Dryt are dummy variables for size, day 

of the week, and the rest of the year. The results are reported for the relative bid-ask 

spread9/, depth, tumover, voJume, transactions. retums, and voJatility (squared returns). It 

is important to point out that the portfolio containing the smallest firms, Monday, and 

January are the control variables in the regressions. Lehmann and Modest (1994) employ a 

similar set of regressions, but in order lo avoid linear dependeney among the independent 

variables, they impose the constraint that all within-group dummy variable cocfficients sum 

lo zero. In Ihis paper, given the particular behavior of small firms and either daily or 

monthly seasonality, it was decided to nse control variables. AH our results are therefore 

presented relative to these variables. FinalIy. l-statistícs reported are based on Newey-West 

consistent standard errors. 

The empirical results are contained in Table 2. The evidence tends to confirrn some of 

the results already suggested in Table 1. Small stocks tend to have significantly larger 

percentage spreads, and hlgher turnover and volatiJity than large stocks. At the same time, 

they have less depth, volume, and transactions than the largest stocks in the sample. 

However, we find a J-pattem across size-sorted portfolios for depth and volume. If IVe 

measure líquidlty by símultaneously the percentage spread and depth, we may conclude 

that small firrns are less liquid than firms in the two upper size quintiles of the market. 

On the other hand, lhe percentage spread is significantly higher on Monday than in any 

of the other days of the week. A reversed pattem is found for depth. lt seems that Monday 

presents a significantly lower liquidity than during the rest of the week. Moreover, 

tumover, volume, and transactions are significantly lower on Mondays than for the rest of 

the week. lt should also be noted that volatility seems to be higher on Mondays. Finally, 

relative spreads, tumover, transactions, average retums, and volatility are higher in January 

than in the rest of the year. However, depth is not significantly different in January than in 

the rest of the year. lt is difTicult to reconcile the larger relative spread of January with other 

intuitive measures of liquidity and trading. 

Four lhree-dimensional graphs contall1 further evidence related to seasonality and 

Iiquidity across our [ive portfolios. Figure 1 presents the average relative bid-ask spread for 

stocks in our five size-sorted portfolios over the days of the week. As we already know, 

the relative spread is a monotonic function of fifln size with the spread largest for the 

smallest stocks. lt is interesti ng that this pattem holds over al! days of the week. A t lhe 

same time, \Ve can appreciate that the percentage spread is also a monotonic function of 

days of the week; the largest spread occurs on Mondays, independenlly of the size-sorted 

portfolio. Figure 2 is a similar three-dimensional graph, where we include depth rather than 

relative spread. lt is more difficult to observe a clear pattern across days of the week. 

Depth, however, seems to be lower for larger companies on Mondays. At the same time, 

we observe the J-pattem across our [ive size-sorted portfolios for every day of the week. 

Figures 3 and 4 contain a similar type of evidence regarding January and the rest of the 

year. The monotonic function of firrn size with the relative spread is preserved for January 

and for the rest of the year. Moreover, independently of the portfolio observed, the relative 

spread is always higher in January. Figure 4 maintains the J-pattern for depth across 

portfolios, and shows a very similar depth across al! months of the year. 

Intriguing patterns of alternative measures of liquidity and trading have been found in 

the Spanish continuous auction market. Research directed toward the explanation of these 

pattems is clearly justified and is left for future papers. 

We are now in a position to investigate potential changes in the compensation of 

adverse selection and market liquidity around dividend announcements. 

4. Dividend Announcements and Market Liquidity: Univariate Empirical 

Evidence 

lt is wel! known that dividend signalling theories suggest that dividends convey 

inforrnation about managers' expectalions regarding the future prospects of the firrn 10/ 

Several papers have reported significant price reactions lO dividend changes 111. Therefore, 
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it seems reasonable (hat if (he bid-ask spread incorporates an ad\erse information 

component, IVe nould expect (o find changes 1Il spread during periods 01 di vidend 

announeements, Hence, dividend announeemCnlS are a partrcularly \Vell suited slrategy for 

analyzing the effeet of changes in information asyml11Clry, 

Unfortunately, prcvious studres have mostly conccnlrated on earnings announcel11ents, 

and they have been carried out in the eontinuous dealer l11arket case, In faet, to the best of 

our knowledge, this is the first study of changes in inforl11ation asyml11ctry within the 

context of a eontinuous auction market Moreover, the \York of Morse and Ushman (1983), 

Venkatesh and Chiang (1986), Skinner (1991), Barclay and Dunbar (1991), and Daley, 

Hughes, and Rayburn (1991) tends to find contradictory evrdence which is very difficult to 

interpret. The most complete and careful analysis regarding the effeet of earnings 

announeements on market liquidity is that published by Lee, MucklolV and Ready (1993). 

They convincingly argue that spreads widen and depths fall whenever l11arket participants 

anticipate earnings announcements. They also show that (hese effects are more pronounced 

for announcements with the larger subsequent price move. They conclude that during the 

days prior to earnings announcements and during the e\'ent interval there exists an 

unambiguous decrease in liquiditv. 

The reasoning by which they explain their results may be extrapolated to dividend 

announcements. It may be argued that the timing throughout the year of both earnings and 

dividends announcements is largely predietable. Thus, in a continuous auction mechanism , 
if liquidity providers anticipate a greater probability of trading against informed investors in 

advance of dividend announcements, the adverse selection model would imply a wider bid

ask spread. In terms of market liquidity, under similar eircumstances, it seems also 

reasonable to predict a smaller depth. Of course, if the timing of dividend announcements is 

not predictable, and there are no leakages prior to the arrival of new information, we should 

not expect to find any impact on spread. 

Although, given the characteristics of dividend payments, it may be reasonable to 

expect an increase in information asymmetry before dividend announcements, the 

predictions for the announcement and even for the beginnr'ng of th t e pos -announcement 

periods may depend upon how noisy the signal transmitted to the market is. If a dividend 

announcement may be regarded as a non-noisy signal, given that managers are better 

informed than outsiders, the information content of dividends reduces information 
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asymmetries among traders, and consequently, we should expect a lower bid-ask spread. 

On the other hand, if dividend announcel11ents may be interpreted as noisy signals (as 

earnings are), it should be taken into account that insiders are more able to understand the 

news conveyed by the announcement. This is the point raised by Kim and Verrecchia 

(1994) regarding earnings announcements. Independently of trading volume, these authors 

argue that noisy signals stimulate informed judgements. If this is the case, \Ve may expect 

higher information asymmetry after the announcements, and consequently, a \Vider bid-ask 

spread should be found. 

In order to investigate the impact of dividend announcements on market liquidity for 

each of the four characteristics employed in the analysis (spread, defined as the difference 

between the ask price and the bid price, depth, volume, and number of transactions), \Ve 

divide every observation in the sample period by the average of its corresponding day of 

the week. In other words, if the particular observation turns out to be for Monday, then this 

observation is divided by the average of the analyzed characteristic for Mondays. The same 

procedure IS followed for the rest of the week. This should take into account the strong 

seasonality found in our alternalÍve measures of liquidity. Moreover, all variables are 

expressed as percentage deviations from the daily seasonal adjusted mean value of the 

charateristic being studied. It is important to realize that this procedure is repeated for each 

individual firm with a dividend announcement during the sampling periodo 

In particular, we calculate the folJowing statístics for all firms in the sample: 

= (_St _ 1) x lOO 
S(t) (2) 

where Kt is the characteristic being analyzed (spread, depth, volume, or transactio~s), 

St is the actualliquidity statistic during day t (spread in day t, depth in day t, etc.), and S(t) 

is the average of the liquidity statistic for the corresponding day of the week. 

Finally, the average of Kt across all announcements is calculated from day -10 to day 

+10 around the evenl. The cross-sectional distribution of this average is used to study the 

significance af the event12/. At the end, \Ve have the percentage changes in spread, depth, 
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volume, and number of transactions around dividend announcements, 

The empirica! results are contained in Tab!e 3, The evidence secms strikmg!y consistcnt 

with changes in information asymmetry during [he day immediately befare [he cvcnt, and 

during the day of the announcement. The spread decreases by 12.4 percent during evcnt 

time, and the reduction is significantly different from zero. lt scems that dividends convey 

precise information about the firm, so that the adverse selection component of spread is 

clearly reduced. Therefore, infonnation asymmetry risks tend to dlsappcar whenever thcre 
is a dividend announcement. 

The second column of Table 3 reports similar statistics for depth. Interestingly, the 

results are not significantly different from zero. There is sorne evidence, however, that 

percentage changes in depth tend to be positive. In any case, dividend announcements do 

not seem to imply unambiguous changes in market Iiquidity. 

The last two columns in this table suggest that percentage changes in volume and 

transactions are positive around the event. In particular, there exists a significant and 

positive reaction of the number of transactions during days -1 and O. The number of 

transactions increases by 15.3 percent on these days. This is an important point and, as \Ve 

\Viii see later in the paper, it \Vil! have serious consequences for the Illterpretation of the 
results. 

Figure 5 shows the cumulative percentage changes around event time for the four 

characteristics employed in the analysis. It can be observed that spread tends to decrease 

around the announcements, whilst volume and transactions move in the opposite direction, 

There can also be appreciated a small jump in depth during the days immediately before the 

event. Both Table 3 and Figure 5 suggest that changes in spread around the announcements 

may tend to disappear if \Ve check for the simultaneous effect on either voJume or 

transactions. We wil! come back to trus important issue in Section 7 of our paper. 

The results in TabJe 4 are partitioned according to \Vhether the dividend is increased, 

maintained, or decreased relative to the previous payment over the (approximately) same 

time of the year before the announcement. As before, the evidence is consistent with 

changes in information asymmetry risks. In terms of spread, the major impact occurs for 

maintained and decreased dividends. There are significant reductions in the spread of both 

groups of stocks during the day before the event, and on the day of the dividend 

announcement. The spread for companies announcing less dividends diminishes byalmost 

1 tI t a signa! corroborating negative prospects for the companies 24 percent. t seems la , 

, ' I 'f . tio 1 asymmetries, This would be reflected in the significant e11111lnates potentla III Ofma 1 

, [ d O th otller hand the cnormous increasc in volume and transactions reductlOl1 o sprea, n e , 

d d d d"dend announcements should be pointed out. Once again, the results aroun ecrease 1 v 1 

d' h ' read may simply ref1ect the confounding effects of either volume Of regar mg c anges 1ll sp 

transactions. 

Final!y, pcrcentage changes in depth are not significantly different from zero during 

event (¡me. owever, ¡ , 'H 'n the case of increased dividends there seem to be significant 

, 'd th dun'ng the da)ls immediately after the event. Interestingly, the reverse reouctlOns 111 ep 

pattem is found for decreased dividend announcements. 

In general, our results might be interpreted in favor of liquidity providers being 

sensitive to changes in information asymmetry risks. Unfortunately, however, it may be (he 

h d d ¡'ther vo!ume or transactions are negatively related. This may alter the case t at sprea an e 

interpretation of the results. The specific relation between spreads, volume, and 

transactions ís investigated next. 

5. The Relation Between Spreads, Volume, and Transactions 

Unlíke the extensive existing cross-sectional evidence between spreads, voJume, and 

¡he number of transactions 13!, evidence related (o the time-series relation between these 

'bl . , 11' ¡'led In faet within a continuous dealer market, the first paper dealing yana eS1S\ery m. , 

directly with (his issue was recently published by Lee, Mucldow, and Ready (1993). It 

should be noted, however, that their evidence is exclusively directed toward (he temporal 

l ' be d (and depth) and voJume They ignore the potential effects of the re atlOn tween sprea . 

num er o ransac l. , b f t t'ons It turns out as \Ve \ViII discuss in this section, that the apparently 

l t' b t 'een spread and volume is cancelled out whenever we control for the strong re a Ion e IV 

number of transactions. 

From a theoretical point of view we have, as discussed by Lee, Mucldow, and Ready, 

two relevant and competing hypotheses !hat may help us to understand the reJation between 

these variables. Easley and O'Hara (1992) argue that the stochastic process of prices 

depends on time per se and volume. Hence, in their model, it is volume as of a particular 

time t that influences the distribution of prices over the next periodo This implies that 
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volume becomes a signal for lhe market maker. A large volume is equivalent to a greater 

probability of facing informed traders. Therefore lhe specialist \Videns spread to 

compensate for the additional adverse selection. Thus. their model predicts a positive 

relation between spread and volume in a time-series framework. 

On the other hand, Harris and Raviv (1993) suggest a model in which agents receive 

the same information. However, these agents difrer in the way in which they understand 

this common informal' V 1 h . IOn. o ume s ocks are sllllply a consequence of the lack of 

agreement among participants in the market. This context implies lhat higher volume should 

be related to liquidity providers sending limit orders in both sides of the market as a result 

of differences of opinion. This may tend to reduce the bid-ask spread14l 

Given these arguments, it seems that the time-series relation between spread and 

volume should be empirically analyzed. This is exactly what Lee, MucklolV, and Ready 

(1993) do, Interestingly, one may suggest that these models reflect prilllariIy a reIation 

between the number of transactions and the spread. This is the case given that, in both 

models, the size of each transaction is norlllalized to unity. Nevertheless, what we really 

may affirm is that their models cannot distinguish between volume and the number of 

transactions. Again, empirically documented evidence should be employed to infer whether 

!he time-series relation is dominated by either volume or transactions. 

In order to investigate this issue, the following time-series regression is run for each 

stock in the sample with daily data from January 2, 1991 lO October 18, 1994: 

Spreadt = a + ~v NV t + ~n NNt + 1']t 

where the spread variable is given by: 

( 
SPt ) ----1 x 100 

SP(t) 

(3) 

where SP t is the actual spread during day t, and SP . h (1) IS t e average spread for the 
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correspondtng day of the weck over the whole periodo The normalized volume (NV) and 

normalized transactions (NN) are given by: 

NV t = 
VOL t 

where VOLt is the number of shares traded in each stock during day t, Nt represents the 

number of transaetions of each stock during day t, and VOL(!) and N(t) are, as before and 

respectively, the average of volume and transactions for their corresponding day of the 

week. It should be pointed out that the distributions of the explanatory variables are highly 

skewed. Thus, the square roots of the variables are employed so that outliers do not 

dominate the empirical evidence. Moreover, given that !he residual s from OLS regressions 

are mostly significantly autocorrelated, the regressions are repeated with an autoregressive 

term, and using the well known procedure suggested by Cochrane-Orcutt. Both types of 

adJustments produce identical qualitative results. 

Table 5 reports the results. The coefficients contained in the table are the cross-sectional 

average of al! individual regressions. In parenthesis, we report the t-statistics under the null 

hypothesis that the cross-sectional mean of the coefficients equals zero. White-consistent 

standard errors are used. 

The results show a very strong negative relation between volume and spreads. In our 

time-series f ramework this suggests that, in the continuous auction Spanish market, 

spreads tend to be smaller during periods of higher volume. This is exactly contrary to the 

evidence reported by Lee, Mucklow, and Ready for the US market. At the same time, it 

tums out that there exists an even stronger negative relation between transactions and 

spreads. This empirical evidence seems, therefore, consistent with the Harris and Raviv 

(1993) prediction that spreads and either (in their model) volume or transactions are 

negatively associated. 

The most striking result of Table 5 is that the significant negative relation between 

volume and spreads tends to be cancelled out when we indude simultaneously volume and 

the number of transactions in the regressions, The strong negative relation between 
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transactions and spreads is maintained, but the negative association between volume and 

spreads becomes statistícally insignificant. This is an impcrtant result, and it to a certain 

extent Justifies microslructure theoretical models in which al! trades are normalized to be of 

unít size. lt may be argued that \Ve should have employed the average trade size rather ¡han 

¡he total number of shares as an explanatory variable. This would be the most natural 

decomposition of lhe effects of volume on spreads. Of course, volume is the average trade 

size times the number of transactions. Howcver, it was decided to keep volume so that we 

arc able to provide a direct comparison with the results obtaíned by Lee, MuckIow, and 

Ready. 

We may conclude that spreads tend to decrease duríng periods of hígher number of 

transactions. In the context of the Harris and Raviv (1993) model, we may argue that the 

increased number of transactions primarily denotes an increase in liquidity trading through 

public limit orders. In fact, when we regress the percentage change of depth on the 

normalized number of transactions, it is found that there is a pcsitive, significant relation 

between depth and transactions. This c1early suggests that market liquidity tends to increase 

with the number of transactions l51. 

Trus result natural!y leads towards further investigation of the nu~ber of transactions as 

a key aspect of the process of stock price adjustments. Thís is the next íssue looked al in 

this papero 

6. The Relation Between Volatility, Volume, and Transactions 

One way in which we may justify the ímpcrtance of the number of transactíons withín 

an empirical context of asset pricing is by analyzíng the relatíon between transactíons and 

volatility. 

Both the theoretical models and empirical work related to information effects on asset 

pricing have generally accepted the popular view that "it takes volume to move prices". In 

particular, microstructure theory under asymmetric information suggests that ínformed 

traders send small-sized trades in order to avoid losing theír comparative advantage I6/. Thís 

view assumes that the information content of the trading behavior of investors is directly 

related to the size of trades. On the other hand, from an empirical point of view, it has been 

1 d I '1' 171 amply documented that there cxists a positive relation between vo ume an vo at! !ty . 

In a very important papcr, however, Jones, Kaul, and Lipson (1994) show that on 

average the size of trades has virlually no incremcntal information contcnt once thc number 

of transactions is taken ¡nto account. In other words, the lVell accepted positive relation 

between volume and volatility becomes insignificantly different from zero when volatility is 

conditioned on the number of transactions. 

Thi; finding may explain the slrong re/alion that \Ve found between spreads and the 

number of transactions within a time-series framework. The information content in trading 

behavior is captured through the number of transactions which take place during a 

particular interval of time. 

Given the impcrtant differences in the trading mechanism between a continuous dealer 

market and our continuous auction market, it \Vas decided to analyze the relation between 

volatility and the number of transactions. 

In order to estimate the conditional standard deviations of daily returns, the procedure 

suggested by Schwert (1990), and employed by Jones, Kaul, and Lipson (1994), is 

followed. lt is an extremely easy way to estímate conditional volatilities and, at the same 

time, the procedure a1lows for stylized facts concerning stock return volatility. 

We first estimate the unexpected return on day t for al! stocks in the sample with 

continuous data from January 2, 1991 to October 18, 1994. Thus, a total of 60 securities 

are available for the exercise. The unexpected returns of these stocks are given by the 

residuals of the fol!owing regression model: 

Rit 

12 A 

+ 2: ~"Rit-'t + Eit 
1=1 (5) 

Given that the expectation of the absolute value of a normal random variable equals 

(21:11;)112 times its standard deviation, the absolute residuals of equation (5) are multiplied by 

(2In¡-1I2 to get lhe volatility of unexpected returns 18i In the regression aboye, five day-of

the-week dummies are included to capture differences in mean returns. Moreover, stock 

returns are regressed on 12lagged returns to estimate shorl-term movements in conditional 
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expected returns. 

These estimates of conditional volatility are regressed on lhe number of transaclions and 

the average trade Slze (total number of shares divided by lhe number of transacions) to 

detennine lhe relative imp rt f bo I . . I . .. o ance o t 1 vanab es. TlllS exerClse IS performed by dividing 

the total number of stocks into five size-sorted portfolios, where ranking is obtained 

according to the market value of all 60 securities at the end of 1992. This date corresponds 

to the midpoint of our sampling periodo In particular, for individual stocks \Vithin each of 

the five size-sorted portfolios, \Ve run seemingly unrelated regressions of our estimates of 

daily conditional volatility of returns on a trading-gap dummy variable, average trade size, 

number of transactions, and 121agged absoJute residuals from equation (5) to correct any 

persistence of volatilityI9/: 

ai + f3inl DM t + Al·V r¡;::y- + A fN + I-' V n, it !"in V l'it 
12 

2: Pi, I Eit_, 
1:=1 

1+ 
(6) 

where DMt equals 1 for Mondays and O otherwise, A Vit is the average trade size of 

stock i within a portfolio p N h b . , It represents t e num er of transactIons of stock i in portfolio 

p, and Pi1: measures the persistence of volatility in stock L 

The results are contained in Table 6. lt seems that volatility is primarily determined by 

the number of transactions. In all portfolios, there exists a strong positive relation between 

transactions and volatility. The information content of trading behavior is basically 

contained in the number of transactions during the day. It is also the case that there is a 

positive relation between volatihty and average trade size for the smallest finns. However, 

it seems evident that the economic significance of lhis relation is negligible relalive lo the 

importance of lhe number of transactions. It should also be noted that the relation between 

average trade size and volatility becomes negative for large finns. Nevertheless, lhe 

economic relevance of this relation seems to be rather smal!. A t lhe same time, lhere is 

(almost) a decreasing monotonic relation between the relative ímpact of transactions on 

volatility and finn size wíth the effect largest for the smallest finns. This suggests that the 

ínfonnation content of lradíng ínc 1 d . h . . orpora e mto t e number of transacllons IS particularly 

relevant for small firms. It may be the case that lhe relatively little informatíon about small 

firms may be the reason behind these results. Finally, it IS interesting lO poínt out the 

decreasing monotonic relation between the magnitude of ¡he coefficients associated to lhe 

Monday dummy vanable and finn size. 

AH this evidcnce may indicate that the effec¡s of dividend announcements on spread 

may change if \vc control for the apparently large ínfonnation content of trading contained 

in the number of transactions. This issue Is analyzed in the next section of the paper. 

7. Dividend Announcell1ents and Bid-Ask Spreads: Multivariate 

Ell1pirical Evidence 

Given lhe empirical evidence found in sections 5 and 6, it becomes necessary to study 

whelher the apparent reduction in information asymmetry risks of Tables 3 and 4 

documents eíther a changing compensation of adverse selection during dividends 

armouncements or símply reflects the general relation between spreads and transactions. 

This issue is particularly relevant for the hterature dealing with the sensitivity of 

liquidity províders to the arrival of new infonnation which may alJer asymmetries of 

infornlation among agents. It should be noted thal the paper by Lee, Mucklow, and Ready 

(1993) controls for volume when analyzing the impact of earnings announcements on 

market liquidity. However, they ignore lhe potential effects of the number of transactions, 

which may be really behind their significant results. Our plan for this section is 10 study the 

impact of dividend announcements on spread controlling for both volume and transactions 

in two separate multiple regression tests. This would allow us to reach precise conclusions 
• 

about changing compensation of adverse selection. 

In order to carry out these tests, a time-series regression is run for each stock in the 

sample that had at least one dividend announcement with the percentage seasonally adjusted 

spread as the dependent variable, and event period dummy variables, and either volume or 

transactions as !he independent variables. In particular the following regression with daily 

data from January 2, 1991 to October 18, 1994 is perfonned for each stock: 
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+4 

Spread t = a + f3cv CV t + 2: 0, D,t + v t 
-.:=4 

where, as in equation (3), the spread variable is given by: 

( 
SPt ) --- - 1 x lOO 

SP(t) 

(7) 

and the control variable, CV t, is either the normalized volume or the normalized 

transactions of equation (3): 

NV t = 
VOL t 

VOL(t) 

To capture spread shifts around dividend announcements a dummy variable, D,;t, is 

included which equals 1 if observation t is event day ,; and O otherwise. The coefficients 

associated with these indicator variables represent changes in the mean of the spread during 

the event period, after controlling for the potential effects of either volume or transactions. 

Finally, the error term of equation (7) is assumed to be, Vt = ut+YVt_1' where y is the 

AR(l) parameter, and ut is an independent and identically distributed normal variable with 

mean zero and constant variance. 

The results are contained in Table 7. The reported coefficients are the cross-sectional 

average of the estimated coefficients obtained with the individual regressions given by the 

expression (7). As before, in parentheses we present the t-statistics under the null 

hypothesis that the cross-sectional mean of the coefficients equals zero. White consistent 

standard errors are used. This table shows the results for the complete sample of 157 

dividends announcements. 

The conclusions that may be drawn from Table 7 are clear. Controlling for the number 

of transactions does affeet the rcsults about the impact of dividends announcements on the 

. d20/ TI spread a day before lhe announcemenl, as \Vell as during the announcement peno . le 

significant 12 percent reduction in spread that \Ve reported in Table 3 for the day of the 

announcement de creases to an insignificant 4 percent once we control for the number of 

transactions. It is interesting to note that the decrease also becomes insignificant when \Ve 

control for volume. In this case, however, the magnitude of the reduction remains around 6 

percent (with a t-statistics of 1.57). Very similar results are found for the day befare the 

announcement. In general, controlling for the number of transactions has larger cffects on 

the mean shifts of the spread over lhe whole event \Vindow than controlling for volume. 

This is of course the result we expecled, given lhe evidence contained in Tables 5 and 6. 

There is another sen se in which controlling for the number of transactions in this type 

of studies may be the appropriate way to perform the analysis. Moreover, this may be a 

particularly relevant issue for continuous auction markets. In a recent working paper, 

Kumar and Seppi (1993) show that when limit arder and market orders are allowed to co

exist, the structure of the limit book may present a widening spread between the best buy 

and sell orders exclusively due to anticipated increases in stock retum volatilíty around 

dividend announcements. The point which they emphasize is lhat lhis may even be the case 

without adverse selection. In our case, the impact is not significant so that the potential 

disturbing effects of anticipated volatility does not seem to be relevant. In general, 

however, the results of Table 6 suggest that controlling for the number of transactions 

would tend to avoid confounding effects between adverse selection and anticipated 

volatility. This implies that by including the number of transactions in our regressions we 

may be in fact eliminating ¡hese effect:s21/ 

The empirical evidence in Table 7 completely reverses the partial conclusions we drew 

from Table 3. Liquidíty providers do not seem to be sensitive to changing information risks 

around dividend announcements. Hence, the bid-ask spread does not seem to contain any 

compensation for adverse selection. In the continuous Spanish Stock Exchange auction 

trading mechanism, we do not find any evidence after controlling for the number of 

transactions that information asymmetry decreases during dividend announcements. It may 

be argued, of course, that an altemative but coherent explanation of our results may simply 

be that dividend announcements are not an adequate proxy for information asymmetries 
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among market participants. 

Panel s A and B of Table 8 conlaln similar empirical evidence. In these two panels, the 

results are parlltioned by lhe increased. maintamed, or decreased dividends relative to the 

previous payment at (approximatciy) lhe same time the year before the announcement. For 

lhe first t\Vo groups \Ve do not fmd any significant change in the bid-ask spread during the 

event \vmdow from day -4 to day +4. lt should be recalled that before we controlIed for the 

number of transactions the reduction of spread on the day before the announcement, as 

\Vell as during lhe event day, \Vas larger for companies announcing a decrease in lheir 

dividend payments. In olher words, a negalive signal seemed to convey a very strong 

reduction in information asymmelry risks. This \Vas a rather surprising result. In fact, \Ve 

may no\V conclude that the negative relalion belween the number of lransactions and 

spreads explains the significant change in information asymmetry risks found in Table 3. 

We observe from Panel A of Table 8 lhat lhe former reductions of spread even become 

positive after \Ve control for the number of lransactions. lt should be recognized lhat our 

three groups of dividend changes exhibil some evidence of differential effects during the 

day before the announcement Increased dividend firms have a 10 percent reduclion in 

spread (t-stalistics of 1.22), maintained dividend stocks more than 4 percent fall in spread, 

whilst decreased dividend companies presenl a positive change of 15 percent (t-statistics of 

1.23). In any case, neither of lhese percentage changes is significantly different from zero. 

Panel B of Table 8 shows lhat lhe same result holds lrue when we control for the 

number of shares traded. 

In general, we may suggest lha! lhe arrival of negative news about the fulure prospects 

of a firm does nol seem to incorporale changes in information asymmelry risk beyond what 

is normalIy conveyed lhrough Íncreased number of lransactions. lt should be poinled out, 

however, lhat lhere is an exception. The impacl on spread remains negative and significant 

four days before the announcemenl, even afler we control for lhe number of transactions. If 

lraders anlicipate lhe announcemenl dale for potenlially dislressed companies, there may be 

an increase in lheir liquidity which may be reflecled somehow in lhe reduction of spread. lt 

should be pointed oul lhat lhis group of announcements exhibits high and positive 

percentage changes in the number of transactions from day -4 lo day +2. This suggests thal 

informalion arrives lo the markel four days before lhe announcement. We a1so find sorne 

negalive percentage changes in lhe spread of lhese companies during lhe days before and 

up lo lhe evenl window employed in Table 8. As before, it may be an indlcalion lhat lhe 

timing lhroughout lhe year of dividend announcemenls is predlctable. However, negative 

percentage changes can nol be attributed lo adverse selection. During these pre

announcement days, spread should become \Vider if adverse se\eclion is behind lhe 

observed changes of spread. 

Finally, if relatively little information aboul smalI firms reaches lhe markel during 

periods olher lhan dividend announcemenls, we might expect dividend change 

annoucements lo convey more information for small firms than for large firms. In order to 

analyze this possibility, we divide our sample in two groups according lo the size of 

companies al lhe end of lhe year preceding the announcement. There are 36 dividend 

announcemenls of smalI firms, and 121 announcements of large firms. lt should be clear 

that the ranking of these companies is established using alI lhe stocks in our sample, and 

not only companies wilh dividend announcemenls. This implies that either small or large is 

defined similarly lo the portfolios used in the firsl par! of lhis paper. 

The empirical resulls, not shown in this paper, do not reveal any significant change in 

spread during the event window. lt is inleresting to note, however, lhat lhe decrease in 

spread is found lo be larger for lhe companies with (he largest market value. 

A final word of caution. Given data availability, it is nol possible to employ a measure 

of the effective (implicit) bid-ask spread. Lee, Mucklo\V, and Ready (1993), and Petersen, 

and Fialko\Vski (1994) argue that effective spread rather than quoted spread is lhe relevant 

measure of transaction coslS faced by investors. Effective spread measures the average 

spread paid on the shares lransacted during a given periodo In lhis sense, our data seems to 

be a reasonable approximation. However, effective spread is volume-\Veighted. Further 

research as \Vell as more precise data may help to c1arify lhese unsolved issues. 

8. Surnrnary and Conc\usions 
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This paper has analyzed liquidily changes in response lo dividend announcemenls for a 

representative sample of stocks traded in lhe continuous Spanish Stock Exchange auction 

system. The previous empirical evidence is limited to continuous dealer markets \Vhere both 

lhe spread and deplh are established by market makers. lt is also lhe case lhal previous 

research has concentrated on the impact of eamings announcements. We argue lha! similar 
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adverse selectíon compensatíon might be part of the implicit bid-ask spreads in continuous 

auction trading mechanisms. Moreover, previous statistical designs have controlled for 

contemporaneous volume. Our results indicate that number of transactions is the 

appropriate controlling variable when analyzing changes in information asymmetry risks 

around either dividends or earnings announcements. 

Interestingly liquidity and tradíng regularíties have been found in the continuous 

Spanish market. However, di vidend announcements do not seem to convey significant 

changes in information asymmetry risks. Neither spread nor our measure of depth change 

significantly during the day of the announcement or during the post-announcement periad 

after \Ve control for the reaction in the number of transactions. Hence, adverse selection 

does not seem to be part of the implicit bid-as k spread, at least when \Ve limit our attention 

to dividend announcements. 

Contrary to the evidence reported for earnings announcements in !he US dealer market, 

we do not observe any indication that liquidity providers are sensitive to changes in 

infonl1ation asymmetry risks. To discover whether these results are due to the idiosyncratic 

characteristic of the announcement or, alternatively, they reflect important differencés in 

trading mechanisms, requires further research. 
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provided by the Dirección General Intenl1inisterial Científica y Técnica (DGICYT), proJcct 

no. PB94-1373. The contenls of this paper are lhe sole responsibilily of the authors. 

1. The Toronto Stock Exchange first adopted this system in 1977. The Tokyo Stock 

Exchange and the Paris Bourse are also examples of this type of trading mechanism. 

2. See Lee, Mucklow, and Ready (1993) for a detailed analysis. 

3. Of course, spread is understood as the difference between the best ask and the best 

bid available at any particular point in time. 

4. This sample represents more than 90 percent of total market capi talizatiol1 at any time 

during the sampling periodo 

5. Al! stocks inciuded in the second data set belong to the first data set. We have a total 

of 959 trading days. 

6. See Rubio (1988) for details. 

7. Due to tax-induced trading, turnmer of small firms is much larger during December 

and January. See Basarrate and Rubio (1994). 

8. See also the work by Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1994). They employ an 

alternative measure of depth to study the compensation of adverse selection in stock 

returns. 

9. We employ the terrn relative spread or percentage spread indistinctly throughout the 

paper. 

10. See Miller and Rock (1985). 
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11. For the US market see, among others, Asquith and Mullins (1983), BaJaJ and Vijh 

(1990), and John and Lang (1991). Recently, González (1994) has reported cvidence 

consistent with significant information content of dividend changes in lhe Spanish Stock 

Exchange. 

12. White-consistent standard eITors are employed. 

13. See McInish and Wood (1992) for a recent summary of !iterature, and new 

evidence wi th intraday data. 

14. This argument assumes a negative relation betwecn depth and spreads. 

15. The same positive relation is found between volume and spreads. 

16. See Kyle (1985), and Admati and PDeiderer (1988). 

17. See Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen (1992). 

18. This estímator is unbiased if the conditional distribution of retums is normal. 

19. Each regression is perfonned with 12 stocks and 959 daily observations. 

20. In principIe, confounding effects between transactions and changing information 

risks may be relevant only during the announcement and post-announcement periods. 

Note, however, that dividend announcements seem to convey information as from, at least, 

the day bef ore the announcement. 

21. Note, of course, that volume represents the total number of shares traded. This 

includes both the number of transactions and the average trade size. In this sense, volume 

might be sufficient as a control variable. However, the average trade size is found to be 

irrelevant in controlling the impact of dividend announcements on spread. 
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TABLE 1 

MEASURES OF LIQUIDITY 

Stocks are assigned to five portfolios based 00 the market value of their eq.uit~ ato the end 
oC each year. Mvnll contains the stocks with the smallest market ca~ltahzahont and 
Mval5 contains the stocks with the largest market capitalization, Portfohos are equally
weighted. The bid-ask spread is the percentage bid-ask spread based on t~e average of the 
five best-bids and the five best-offers of each trading day. The depth IS the number of 
shares available at each price, agaio as tbe average of the five best selling and buying 
positions in the market during ea eh trading day. Turnover is defined ,as the numb.er of 
shares traded during each day divided' by the number of shares outstandlng. V~lum~ IS the 
number of shares traded per day. Transactions represent the number of transachons In each 
day. Data are available from January 2, 1991 to October 10, 1994. AlI figures represent 
averages over the full periodo 

Portfolios Bid-Ask Spread1/ Depth Tumover Volume Trallsactiolls Return Market Value 

(%) (%) (%) (Millions) 

-------~~--------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------
MVALl 2221 5,332 0.534 69,752 53 -0.019 4,973 

MVAL2 1.710 3,523 0.256 56,288 58 -0.008 19,701 

¡"'1VA1.3 1.471 2,553 0.214 49,855 67 0.020 49,687 

MVAlA 0.835 5,969 0.198 185,420 129 0.034 112,477 

MVALS 0.464 19,472 0.152 4Dl,356 252 0.047 541,684 

-------------'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MARKET 1.340 7,370 0.271 152,534 112 0.021 

JM'UARY 1.537 7,698 0.297 163,031 132 0.391 

OTIIER MONIHS 1.323 7,340 0.269 151,579 110 -0.012 

MONDAY 1.510 6.921 0.248 129,927 107 0.058 

OTIIERDAYS 1.300 7,483 0.277 158,230 113 0.012 

---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
11 (Ask-Bid)/[(Ask+Bid)l2] 
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TABLE 2 
MEASURES OF LIQUIDITY 

Stocks are assigned to five portfolios based 00 the market value of their equity at the end 
of each year. Mvall contains the stocks with the smallest market capitalization, and 
M valS contains the stocks with the largest market capitalization. Portfolios are equally. 
weighted. The bid-ask spread is the percentage bid-ask spread based 00 the average of the 
five best-bids and Ihe five best-offers of each trading day_ The depth is the number of 
shares available at each price, again as the average of the five best selling and buying 
positions in the market during each trading day. Turnover is defined as tbe number of 
shares traded during each day divided by Ihe number of shares outstanding_ Volume is the 
number of shares traded per day. Transactions represent the number of transactions in each 
day. Data are available from January 2, 1991 lo Oclober 10, 1994. AlI figures are 
estimated by stacking all of the observations and using OLS regressions of the following 
form: 

5 5 
a+ 2: JI j Dmvalj t + 2: om Dwkmt + y DrYt + .pt 

j=2 m=2 

where Yp t
k is the cross-sectional mean of characteristic k for assets belonging to 

portfolio p during day t, and Dmvaljt, Dwkmt , DrYt are dummy variables ror size, day oC 

the week and rest of the year. Mvall, Monday, and January are the control variables. 
Newey-West standard errors are employed. 

CharacleristÍc Bid-Ask Spread Depth 
(%) 

CONSTM"T 2.586 5,213 
(33.28) (9.54) 

\fVAL2 -0.511 -1,809 
(-8.82) (-8.70) 

\fVAl3 -0.750 -2,779 
(-13.12) (-16.31) 

"fVAIA -1.386 637 
(-27.39) (3.63) 

"fVAL5 -1.757 14,140 
(-37.89) (30.86) 

Tumover Volume Trallsactions 
(%) 

0.537 57,608 69 
(23.41) (6.56) (14.30) 

-0.277 -13,465 5.22 
(-14.39) (-4.04) (2.55) 

-0.320 -19,897 13.91 
(-17.23) (-6.49) (6.27) 

-0336 1I5,667 77.55 
(-18.23) (21.31) (28.55) 

-0.382 331,604 199.01 
(-20.97) (35.81) (43.25) 

Returo 
(%) 

0.506 
(4.18) 

0.011 
(0.14) 

0.039 
(0.50) 

0.053 
(0.70) 

0.067 
(0.91) 

Squared Retums 
(%) 

0.059 
(10.50) 

-0.012 
(-3.51) 

-0.016 
(-4.89) 

-0.020 
(-6.63) 

-0.023 
(-8.23) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TUESDAY -0.237 524 0.026 21.557 5.68 -0.073 -0.011 

(-5.83) (2.76) (3.22) (4.50) (2.75) ( -1.02) (-338) 

WEJ)l'-'ESDAY -0.210 683 0.034 27.108 4.94 -0.243 -0.010 
( -4.65) (2.82) (3.28) (5.49) (1.93) (-3.46) (-3.08) 

TIIURSDAY -0.177 458 0.029 30,669 4.73 -0082 -0.007 
(-3.77) (2.05) (2.98) (5.93) (1.78) (-1.12) (-1.96) 

FRIDAY -0.225 580 0.027 34,085 6.22 0.029 -0.015 
(-5.42) (2.90) (3.49) (7.14) (2.87) (0.45) (-4.52) 

RESTOFYEAR -0.214 -359 -0.028 -lIA08 -22.41 -0.492 -0.017 
(-3.47) (-0.65) (-1.93) (-135) (-4.88) (-5.34) (-3.92) 

.--.--.-- ••• --------.-.-~----.---- ___ •• _ ••••• _____________ a _____________ • ________________ _ 

TABLE 3 

PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN SPREAD, DEPTH, VOLUME, AND 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS AROUND DIVIDEND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

For each of the Cour characteristics empJoyed in the analysis (spread, depth, voJume, and 
number of transactions), we divide each observation in the sample period by the average 
of its corresponding day of the week. In particular we calculate the following statistics 
for all firms in the sample: 

Kt = (_St _ 1) x100 
S (t) 

where Kt is tbe characleristic being analyzed, St is the actual liquidity statistic during day 

t, and S (t) is the average of the Iiquidity statistic Cor the corresponding day oC the week. 

From day -10 to day +10 around the event, the average oC Kt across all announcements is 

calcuIated. The cross-sectional distribution of this average is used to study the 

significance of the evento White standard errors are used. t-statistics are presented in 

parentheses. Results for the complete sampIe of dividend announcements are reported. 

DAYSAROUND 
ANNOUNCEMENT 

SPREAd l VOLlJME31 TRANSACTIONS 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-4 -5.22 
(-0.84) 

-3 -2.26 
(-0.22) 

-2 -5.80 
(-0.95) 

-1 -11.60 
(-2.56) 

O -12.37 
(-315) 

+1 2.56 
(037) 

+2 -8.37 
(-1.76) 

+3 -3.74 
(-0.65) 

+4 9.41 
(0.73) 

11 Spread = Ask - Bid 
21 Depth = Depth al Ask + Depth al Bid 
31 Vo1ume is number of sbares traded 

1.02 
(0.12) 

0.35 
(0.06) 

22.55 
(0.96) 

1.03 
(0.25) 

6.70 
(0.86) 

0.49 
(0.09) 

2.85 
(0.41) 

-1.36 
(-0.29) 

-5.12 
(-1.26) 

27.06 5.58 
(0.91) (1.13) 

19.29 -0.21 
(0.76) (-0.05) 

54.76 0.57 
( 1.35) (012) 

7.12 15.30 
(0.84) (2.30) 

26.47 15.33 
(1.62) (2.14) 

-0.63 6.83 
(-0.09) (1.30) 

7.80 6.35 
(0.72) (1.25) 

5.19 2.59 
(0.48) (0.51) 

-7.70 2.93 
(-1.23) (0.53) 
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TABLE 4 

PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN SPREAD, DEPTH, VOLUME, AND 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS AROUND DIVIDEND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE CHANGE IN THE DIVIDEND PAYMENT 

For each of the four characteristics employed in the analysis (spread, depth, volume, and 
nu~ber of transa~tions), we divide each observ~tion in the sample periad by the average 
of lts correspondmg day of the week. In partIcular we calculate the following statistics 
for all firms in the sample: 

Kt = (_St _ 1) x100 
S (t) 

where Kt is the characteristic being analyzed, St is the actual Iiquidity statistic during day 

t, and S (t) is the average of the Iiquidity statistic for the corresponding day of the week_ 

From day -10 to day +10 around the event, the average oC Kt across all announcements is 

calculated. The cross-sectional distribution oC this average is used to study the 

significan ce of the evento White standard errors are used. t-statistics are presented in 

parentheses. Results are reported separately according to the change in the dividend 

payment. 

DAYS Increased Dh'idends Maintained Dh'idends Decreased Dividends 

Spread1 Depth2i Volume?! Trans41 Spread Depth Volume Trans Spread Depth Volume Trans 
---_.----_.------------------------------------------------------------------------
-4 -547 -13.67 -9.98 -1.00 

(-066) (-2.87) (-U6) (-0.14) 

-3 14.99 -2.25 51.61 -4.35 
(057) (-0.16) (0.76) (-0.75) 

-2 -8.27 -1.65 37.21 -1.55 
(-084) (-0.15) (0.77) (-0.24) 

-1 -9.09 -7.73 -7.68 -1.35 
(-1. 08) (-1.21) (-0.78) (-0.21) 

O -8.79 -842 1146 3.41 
(-135) (-1.21) (0.45) (0.52) 

+1 -7.00 -16.61 -11.05 -6.17 
(-0.98) (-3.21) (-1.24) (-1.02) 

+2 -1.58 -9.14 15.51 -8.13 
(-018) (-1.65) (0.64) (-1. 09) 

+3 2.27 -1844 -6.82 -11. 82 
(029) (-342) (-0.37) (-1.66) 

+4 34.46 -15.10 -11. 95 -10.20 
(1.06) (-3.21) (-U9) (-1.47) 

11 Spread = Ask - Bid 
2/ Depth = Depth at Ask + Depth at Bid 
3/ Volume is number of shares traded 
4/ Trans is the number of transactions 

5.71 10.34 
(052) (0.62) 

-7.29 4.03 
(-093) (0.58) 

-1.95 44.53 
(-0.20) (0.94) 

-11.78 6.57 
(-1.87) (1.03) 

-11.02 -0.84 
(-1.87) (-0.12) 

11.82 6.04 
(0.97) (0.74) 

-9.89 -0.99 
(-144) (-0.17) 

-6.53 4.11 
(-068) (0.57) 

-3.99 -4.59 
(-0.37) (-0.72) 

-------------------------------------------------------------
59.11 5.17 -36.63 4.83 11.70 20.71 
(0.97) (0.70) (-648) (041) (0.58) (1.47) 

1.58 -3.81 -24.09 -4.89 2.73 19.0.6 
(0.10)(-0.60) (-3.38)(-0.72) (016) (141) 

76.39 -241 -11.82 9.50 28.65 13.75 
(1.01)(-0.34) (-U4) (1.29) (1.00) (1.01) 

6.43 12.03 -1640 3.41 40.45 60.11 
(052) (1.42) (-171) (0.39) (1.39) (2.25) 

10.37 10.32 -23.8760.75 105.28 55.17 
(0.77) (lll) (-2.88) (1.59) ( 149) (1.87) 

-0.63 7.20 -4.27 20.44 21.38 33.29 
(-007) (1.01) (-028) (1.14) (0.81) (173) 

-040 10.83 -18.323943 15.47 23.91 
(-003) (151) (-213) (U2) (0.68) (1.58) 

-3.56 8.20 -8.29 18.83 56.19 16.69 
(-0.30) (110) (-0.68) (1.46) (148) (1.11) 

-5.92 10.15 -4.42 1445 -3.90 9.62 
(-0.70) (1.23) (-0.34) (1.25) (-0.21) (058) 

TABLE 5 

THE RELATION BETWEEN VOLUME, NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS, 

AND SPREAD 

For each stock in the sample, a time-series regression is run with spread as the dependent 
variable and volume, the number of transactions or both as the ¡ndependent variables. In 
particular, for each stock lhe following regression with daily data from January 1991 to 
October 1994 is performed: 

Spreadt = a + flv NVt + fln NNt + 'lt 

where the spread variable is given by: 

( 
~t _ 1) x 1 00 

SP(t) 

where SPt is the actual spread during day t, and SP(t) is the average of the spread for the 

corresponding day of tbe week. The normalized volume (N V) and normalized transactions 

(NN) are given by: 

NVt = 
VOLt 

VOL(t) 
rEL 

NNt = V Ñ(t) 

The reported coefficients are the cross-sectional average across all stocks in the sample. 
In parentheses we report the t-statistics under the null hypothesis that the cross-sectional 
mean of the coefficients is zero. 

PM'EL A: REGRESSIONS WITH NO CORRECI10N FOR SERIAL 
AUTOCORRELATIONS IN 1BE RESIDUALS 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

a i3n 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MODEL 1 (Volume) 3392 -39.25 

(10.34) (-10.77) 

MODEL 2 (Transactions) 60.99 -65.60 

(10.30) (-10.51) 

MODEL3 (Both) 6121 -4.70 -61.37 

(8.99) (-0.97) (-6.01) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PM'EL B: REGRESSIONS WITH COCHRA1":E-ORCUIT ITERA TIONS 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
a ~v 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MODEL 1 (Volume) 30.48 -35.53 

(11.22) (-11.91) 

MODEL 2 (Transactions) 63.53 -68.77 

(12.26) (-12.63) 

MODEL 3 (Both) 64.16 -0.63 -69.89 

( 11.88) (-0.28) (-10.96) 
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TABLE 6 

THE RELATION BETWEEN VOLUME, NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS 

AND VOLATILITY 

Estimates of seemingly unrelated regressions of daily percentage volatility of returns on a 
daily trading-gap dummy variable, average trade size, number of daily transactions, aud 12 
lagged absolute residuals: 

12 

I Eit I = ai + flim DMt + fli v J A'1t + flin .JNii + 2:Pi·rI Eit-'t I + (í)it 
-.:=1 

where I si t I is the absolute value of the return of stock i in day t conditional on its own 

12 lags and day-of-the-week dllmmies. These values are multiplied by ( 1/>< )"1/2 • DM t 

equals 1 for Mondays and O otherwise, A Vil is the average trade size, and N it Is the 

nu~ber of t~ansacti?ns for stock i on day t. Tbe stocks in the sample have unbroken 
senes of d81ly . e.losl~g transaetion priees from January 1991 to Oetober 1994. These 
stocks 'are ~laSSlfled luto five portfolios according to their market value at the end of 
1992. Seemm~ly unrelated regressions are run for individual stocks within each size .. 
sorted portfoho. Eaeh portfolio eontains 12 stocks. t-statisties in parentheses. 

PORTFOLIOS ~im ~iv ~in 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"1VAL! 0.4540 

(5.06) 

MVAL2 0.3210 
(4.66) 

l\1VAl3 0.!872 
(2.80) 

MVAlA 0.1552 
(1.55) 

MVALS 00245 
(0.49) 

0.0045 
(2.10) 

-0.0009 
(-0.49) 

-0.0056 
(-3.ü4) 

-0.0090 
(.{;.OO) 

-0.0066 
(-5.86) 

0.2285 
(25.96) 

0.1254 
(22.81) 

0.1505 
(22.14) 

0.0861 
(15.17) 

0.0769 
(22.84) 

TABLE 7 

CHANGES IN SPREAD AROUND DIVIDEND ANNOUNCEMENTS CONTROLLING 
FOR EITHER VOLUME OR NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS 

For each stock in tbe sample that had at least one dividend announcement, a time-series 
regression is run with the spread as the dependent variable aod event pedod dummy 
variables, and either volume or the number of transactions as the ¡ndependent variables. In 
particular the following regression with daily data from January 1991 to Oetober 1994 is 
performed for each stock: 

+4 

Spread t = a + flev CVt + 2: 0" Drt + Ut 

-.:=-4 

where the spread variable is given by: 

( 
SPt 

SP(t) 

where SPt is the actual spread during day t, and SP(t) is the average of the spread for the 

corresponding day of tbe week. The control variable, CV t' is either normalized volume 

(NV) or normalized transactions (NN), and 

NV¡ = 
VOLt 

VOL(t) 

are given by: 

rEL 
NNt = ~ N(t) 

D"tt equals 1 ir observation t is event day "t and O otherwise. The error term is given by: 

Ut = u
t 

+ yUt_l' where y is the AR(I) parameter and u t is lid normal with mean zero and 

constant variance. The reported coefficients are the cross~sectional average across all 
eoefficients. In parentheses we report tbe t-statisties under the nuH hypotbesis that the 
cross-sectional mean oC the coefficients equals zero. White standard errors are used. 
Results for the complete sample of dividend announeements are reported. 

CDEFFS. 

~cv 

6(-4) 

6(-3) 

6(-2) 

6(-1) 

6(0) 

6(+1) 

6(+2) 

6(+3) 

6(+4) 

REGRESS10NS WITH TRANSACfIONS 

-80.87 
(-17.72) 

-0.422 
(-0.08) 

-0.505 
(-0.05) 

-4,740 
(-080) 

-3.221 
(-068) 

-4.159 
(-0.91) 

7.472 
(114) 

·3.947 
(-0.82) 

·1.339 
(-0.24) 

REGRESSIONS \VTIH VOLUME 

-42.88 
(-16.10) 

-1.628 
(-0.31 ) 

-0.632 
(-0.06) 

-0.726 
(-O 12) 

-6.874 
(-1.57) 

-6.144 
(-1.34) 

6.115 
(0.91) 

-5.442 
(-1 14) 

·2.501 
(-0.43) 
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11. 998 
(0.96) 

9.207 
(0.73) , .<.; 

--------------------":--------------------------------------------------------------------------------..,·"::'~f:.~;¡:.~~,"':.-- .. 
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TABLE 8 
CHANGES IN SPREAD AROUND DIVIDEND ANNOUNCEMEN1'S CON1'ROLLING FOR ElTHER 
VOLUME OR NUMBER OF 1'RANSACTIONS. ANNOUNCEMEN1'S ARE CLASSIFlED ACCORDING 

1'0 THE CHANGE IN 1'HE DIVIDEND PAYMEN1' 
For each stock in the sample that bad af least oue dividend 8nnouncement, a timcMseries 
regression is run with the spread as the dependent variable sud event period dummy variables, 
sud either volume or the number oC transactions as the ¡ndependent variables. In particular the 
following regression with daily data from January 1991 to October 1994 is performed Cor ea eh 
stock: 

+4 
Spread t ~ a + ~cv CV t + 2: o" Da + "t 

=-4 
whcl'c the sprcad variable is given by: 

( 
SPt 

SP(t) 
- 1) x100 

where SPt is the actual sprcad durillg day t, and SP(t) is the average oC the spread Cor the 

corresponding day of the week. The control ,'ariable, CV tI is either normalized "olume (NV) or 

normalized transactions (NN), and are given 

NV _~OLt . t - - , 
VOL(t) 

by: 

lli 
NNt ~ V Ñ(t) 

D'rt equaIs 1 ir obsen'ation t is event day 't aud o othcrwise. Tbe error term is gÍl'en by: "t = Ut 

+ y1' t_1' where y is the AR(l) paramcter and Ut is iid normal with mean zero and constant 

variance. The reported eoefficients are the eross-sectional average aeross aH coefficients. In 
parentheses we report the t-statisties under the nuH hypothesis that the cross-sectional mean 
of the coerficients is zero. White standard errors are used. 

CCEFFS. PANEL A: REGRESSIONS WI1'H1'RANSACTIONS 
Increased Dividends Maintained Dh'idends Decreased DÍl'idends 

-------------------------- -~------------------------- ---------------------------
!lev -88.097 -72.186 -90.984 

(-10.26) (-1162) (-9.96) 

0(-4) -1893 7.126 -19.372 
(-0.24) (085) (-2.58) 

0(-3) 15.318 -7.405 -13.805 
(0.59) (-100) (-153) 

0(-2) -8.539 -2.438 -3.431 
(-0.88) (-026) (-0.33) 

0(-1) -10.147 -4.691 15.730 
(-1.22) (-0.77) (1.23) 

0(0) -6.089 -7.109 8.546 
(-0.85) (-117) (060) 

0(+1) -7.138 15. 987 13.487 
(-1.02) (1.39) (0.97) 

0(+2) -3.721 -4715 -2.177 
(-0.44) (-0.68) (-020) 

0(+3) -1.090 -2.856 2.567 
(-0.13) (-031 ) (0.20) 

0(+4) 32.599 0.521 1.972 
(1.01) (0.05) (0.15) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE 8 (continuation) 

CHANGES IN SPREAD AROUND DIVlDEND ANNOUNCEMEN1'S CON~ROLLING FOR, EI1'HER 
VOLUME OR NUMBER OF 1'RANSACTIONS. ANNOUNCEMEN1'S ARE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING 

1'0 1'HE CHANGE IN 1'HE DIVlDEND PAYMEN1' 
For ea eh stock in the sampIe that had at ¡east oue dlvidend announc.ement, a time-.series 

. . run w,'th the spread as the dependent variable and event perlOd dummy vana bies, regresslon IS . , 

and either volume or tite number of transactions as fhe independent vanables. In particular the 
foIlowing regression with daily data froro January 1991 to October 1994 is perrormed for each 

stock: 
+4 

Spread t ~ (l + ~c v CV t + 2: o" Da + "t 

10=-4 

where the spread variable is given by: 

( 
SPt 

SP(t) 
- 1) x100 

I d d · d t nd SP(t) ,'s the average of the spread for the where SPt is the actua sprea unng ay , a 

k 1'h t I . bl CV is either normalized volume (NV) or corresponding day of the wee. e con ro vana e, t, 

oormalized transactions (NN), and are given by: 

VOLt ~t 
NV t ~ NNt = -N(t) 

VOL(t) 

1 'r b t' t is event day "C and O otherwise. Tbe error term is given by: "'t = Ut D"tt eq uaIs 1 o serva 100 

h . th AR(l) parameter and Ut is iid normal with mean zero and constant + 1"t-1' w ere y 's e 
varianee. Tbe reported coerficients are the cross-sectional average across aH coefficients, In 
parentbeses we report tbe t-statistics under tbe nuU hypothesis that the cross-sectionaI mean 
of tbe coefficients is zero, White standard errors are used. 

COEFFS PANEL B: REGRESSIONS WITH VOLUME 
Increased Dividends Maintained Dividcnds Decreascd Dividends 

-----.-----------------_.- --------------------------- _._---------------~--------

!lev -43.359 -39.372 -52.149 
(-10.67) (-10.10) (-7.35) 

0(-4) -3.036 8.044 -26.920 
(-040) (0.89) (-405) 

0(-3) 17.596 -7.075 -20.356 
(0.65) (-0.93) (-2.43) 

0(-2) -6.329 3.857 -2.270 
(-0.64) (0.41) (-0.20) 

o{ -1) -11.092 -6.441 0.783 
(-1.42) (-1.07) (007) 

0(0) -7.166 -7.689 0535 
(-081) (-133) (0.05) 

0(+1) -6.597 15.288 6.193 
(-O 96) (130) (0.40) 

0(+2) -0.192 -7.532 -10442 

(-002) (-1 14) (-115) 

0(+3) 1.046 -5.800 -0.364 
(0.13) (-0.62) (-003) 

0(+4) 31836 -2.997 -2.989 
(0.99) (-0.29) (-0.24) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure I Figure 2 

Bid-Ask Spreads ror Stocks Sorted by Size Depth ror Stocks Sorted by Size 
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Figure 3 

Bid-Ask Spreads for Stocks Sorted by Size 
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Figure 4 

Dcpth for Stocks Sortcd by Sizc 
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